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When we started the Window Outlet in 2014, we had a crystal-
clear vision of what we wanted to achieve: the biggest and best 
aluminium fabricator in the business, dedicated to exceptional 
customer service, and delivering the sort of lead times and quote 
turnarounds usually only associated with uPVC.

For a start-up, those were ambitious aims. There were some 
who doubted we could do it. But now, just two years on, we’ve 
grown to become one of the region’s busiest and most respected 
fabricators. 

Helmed by industry veterans Ben Warren and Clive Uppington, 
we supply Raynaers, AluK, Exlabesa and Schueco aluminium 
to a spreading clientele across the south of England, and win 
new business by the week off the back of our reputation for 
passionate, dedicated customer service, and our signature 
commitment to 24-hour quote times and some of the speediest 
lead times in the industry.

We hope you find this brochure a helpful tool to help you learn 
more about The Window Outlet, and what products and services 
we provide. If you’ve got any questions, please don’t hesitate to 
get in touch.

Best wishes

The Window Outlet team
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You’ll find this brochure packed with stunning high-quality photography of a 
huge selection of the doors and windows that make up our extensive range 
– but images are never quite the same as seeing something in person. That’s 
why we’ve opened our fantastic new showroom – to let our valued customers 
get up close and personal with some of the products we provide, so they can 
see the quality for themselves. To book an appointment, call us today!

Your Showroom
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Offering strength, stability, and exceptional thermal efficiency, the Reynaers 
CP130LS patio door is among the most stylish and best performing currently 
on the market. It’s a hugely versatile product, available in two configurations – 
duo rail and 3 rail – and can be effortlessly operated thanks to its easy lift and 
slide functionality.

Delivering insulation values as low as 1.4W/m2K with its three-chambered 
profile, the CP130 can hold glass panes weighing as much as 300kg. Its 
sleek midsection makes the CP130 a fantastic choice for rooms with a view, 
maximising both the amount of clear space and the intake of natural light, 
while sturdy aluminium frames allow it to achieve Class 2 burglar resistance.

Why choose a Raynaers CP130LS from the Window Outlet?

• Extremely strong and robust, with vent weight up to 300kg

• Fibreglass-reinforced polyamide strips

• Multi-point locking ensures exceptional security

• Glass thicknesses up to 42mm

• Element heights up to 2700mm

• Available in duo rail and 3-rail configuration

• Purity hardware

Reynaers CP130LS

Profile Options

Configurations

Two rail detail Three rail detail
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Configurations

Duo Rail

3 Rail
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An excellent choice for maximising views and creating stylish, comfortable 
living spaces, the CP155LS is a premium-quality patio door system respected 
throughout the industry. Like the CP130, it’s highly versatile, thanks to its 
ability to be configured with two or three rails, but can hold glass of up to 
400kg in weight, and can achieve truly impressive dimensions exceeding 10m 
wide and 3m high.

Thanks to its innovative and highly insulating slide and lift design, the CP155 
is extremely thermally efficient, and capable of meeting stringent low energy 
building requirements.

Why choose a Raynaers CP155LS from the Window Outlet?

• Premium-quality slide and lift operation

• Hugely versatile, allowing for large dimensions up to 3m in height and 
400kg weight vents

• Extra insulation gaskets and enhanced thermal performance

• Ultra-slim middle section delivers uninterrupted views

• Options for automatic opening

• Available in duo rail and 3-rail configuration

• Purity hardware

Profile Options

Two rail detail Three rail detail

Reynaers CP155LS

Manufacturers
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Delivering exceptional style and outstanding performance, The Window 
Outlet’s contemporary entrance doors provide precisely the sort of high-end 
door product needed to attract increasingly discerning and style-conscious 
end-users. 

Strong and durable while still remaining light, aluminium has rapidly grown in 
popularity as a door-building material – and we can offer two fantastic brands 
from two of the industry’s leading manufacturers.

Scheuco doors, made with Adeco panels, consist of a triple-glazed frame 
surrounded by a rigid PU foam core, providing a stylish, highly insulating 
solution that’s still able to guard against forced entry.

AluK entrance doors are made from slimline inset door panels, and boast a 
unique polyamide Euro groove design with slim and deep outer frames for 
low thresholds.

Why choose contemporary entrance doors from the Window Outlet?

• Slim line outer frames for enhanced views (profiles as thin as 55mm)

• Additional hardware for enhanced security and resistance (Multi-point 
locking, ekey finger scanner, restrictors, lever handles)

• High glass specifications with additional triple glazing for ultimate heat 
retention (A+ Rated)

• Each style available in open-in & open-out configurations

• Low maintenance capability

• Available in single or dual colour options

• Concealed hardware

Contemporary entrance doors

Contemporary entrance door styles

To see more contemporary entrance door styles, please call us today.
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Manufacturers

INNOVATIVE BUILDING SYSTEMS
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Bifolds are the product of the moment – end-users looking for that 
aspirational, high-end ‘Grand Designs’ aesthetic love them for their style, 
and they’re one of the biggest growth areas in glass and glazing over the 
last few years.

Delivering outstanding reliability, performance, and design, AluK bifolds are 
the ideal choice to satisfy that demand. We offer two models, the BSF70 and 
BSF70 HD – both of which are durable, weather-resistant, and are capable of 
holding large glass panels to maximise views and natural light.

Why choose an AluK bifold from the Window Outlet?

• Wide range of configuration options

• High-performance glazing and design

• Minimal profiles, sleek modern looks

• Full range of standard and bespoke colours

• Dual colour options inside and out

Configurations

AluK bifolds

(2-2-0) (3-3-0) (3-2-1) (4-4-0) (4-3-1) (4-2-2) (5-3-2)

(5-5-0) (5-4-1) (6-6-0) (6-3-3) (6-5-1)

(6-5-1) (7-4-3) (7-5-2) (7-7-0)
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Ovalo Chamfered Heritage

Aluminium’s popularity as a material is domestic glazing is booming, 
thanks to its sleek, clean looks, easy maintenance and fantastic thermal 
efficiency. At the Window Outlet, we offer a huge range of AluK windows to 
help you make the most of growing opportunities for aluminium installers.

Robust, weatherproof, and long-lasting, we offer three core products as part of our 
AluK range:

Chamfered: Our Chamfered aluminium windows are perfect for traditional-look properties or 
for homeowners looking for a classic framing aesthetic.

Heritage: Perfect for period properties, our Heritage windows have been designed with acoustic and 
thermal performance in mind, and can easily replace steel-framed windows.

Why choose AluK BW58 windows from The Window Outlet?

• Option of projecting top or side hung vents

• Durable aluminium profile provides enhanced weather performance

• Option for child safety restrictions

• Available with double or triple glazing options

• Enhanced security and tested to PAS24

• Multi point locking

• Surpasses the requirement of building regulations

• Green guide ‘A’ rating

• Standard hardware including concealed friction hinges 
and multipoint locking

• Thermally broken profiles, with a unique design that improves 
thermal performance

• Windows Energy Rating = A - C

• U-values as low as 1.4 W/m2K

AluK BW58 windows

Manufacturers

INNOVATIVE BUILDING SYSTEMS
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AluK Slimline

Stylish and versatile, steel-look AluK Slimline 
windows are the ideal choice for replacing 
existing steel windows, or just making a sleek, 
contemporary-looking addition to virtually any style 
of home or commercial property.

AluK Slimline windows are available in an amazing 
array of configurations – top hung and slide hung, 
slide hung and bottom hung, tilt/turn and turn/tilt, 
tilt and slide, and fully reversible are all possible, 
and products can be delivered either internally or 
externally glazed.

Why choose contemporary windows from the 
Window Outlet?

• Available internally or externally glazed

• Flat or chamfered details

• 58mm or 70mm frame depth

• Integrated deep head profiles for ease of 
trickle ventilation

• Polyamide thermal break to maximise thermal 
efficiency

• Certified under ‘Secured by Design’ scheme

• Full range of customisable hardware available

• Available in single or dual colours, polyester 
powder coating and anodised finishes

T: 0117 405 848814
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AluK Doors

Our entrance doors are manufactured from durable and light aluminium, the 
perfect material for a high performing entrance door.

The 58BD aluminium door system by AluK is suited to a wide range of 
applications. A stylish, flexible door with great security features and available 
in a wide range of styles, the 58BD is competitively priced and offers a 
versatile entrance solution, suitable for light and medium duty use.

‘Secured by Design’, this door uses high-performing multipoint locking with a 
cloaking feature to prevent unwanted access to locking points which further 
enhances the security of the door.

Why choose AlUK doors from the Window Outlet?

• Unique Polyamide Euro groove design

• Sculptured detail that creates a picture frame view through the door

• Designed to incorporate standard and security hardware

• Accepts a full range of restrictors and access control devices

• Available as a standard door option or with PAS23 / PAS24 upgrade

• Multi point locking mechanisms for enhanced security

• Cloaking feature conceals lock and prevents any access to 
locking points

• ‘Secured by Design’ certified

• Glazing size range of 28mm to 44mm

• Low threshold option

• Full range of suited hardware

• Available in single or dual colour options, polyester powder coating and 
anodised finishes
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Commercial Glazing

At the Window Outlet, we offer a robust commercial door and 
shop-front solution from leading supplier Kaye Building Systems.

The range consists of two core products: the non-thermal KSF, and 
the thermal KTS option.

The hard-wearing KSF solution is suitable for a wide variety of 
commercial uses, including both low-trafficked and high-trafficked 
areas. It’s resistant to rust and corrosion, and its openings can be 
hinged, pivoted or sliding.

The KTS delivers the same advantages as its non-thermal cousin, 
but the inclusion of a thermal break significantly improves its 
thermal efficiency, meaning it can meet and exceed even the most 
stringent building regulations.

Both products are highly versatile, and come with dozens of options 
that allow you to perfectly tailor them to the requirements of your 
next commercial project. These include:

• Choice of single or double action pivot doors

• Anti-finger trap functionality

• Option to automate slide and swing doors

• Butt-hinged doors

• Range of shop front and end sections

Both products come double-glazed as standard

We also offer the slim but sturdy KLW curtain walling system, 
offering 50mm sightlines designed to maximise the glazed area 
and a thermally broken profile for superb thermal efficiency.

• Choice of depths up to 128mm

• Easily integrated with the KSF door system

• Innovative gasket design ensuring ease of glazing

Choice of three systems

KSF KLW  KTS

Manufacturers
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